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GARDENING SET

A set of gardening tools designed for little hands. Set includes wheelbarrow, gloves, set of 3 hand tools, watering 
can (colour may vary), broom, shovel, rake, hoe and soil rake.

X116539   Set         £87.60

CHILDREN'S WHEELBARROW

Sturdy wheelbarrow with a wheel either side to 
prevent tipping. 770 x 300mm (w x h).

X31192  Each          £36.00

MINI GREENHOUSE & STORAGE

Ideal for any setting with outdoor space. This feature 
is perfect for those budding garden enthusiasts. 
1800 x 600 x 980mm (l x w x h).

X145111  Each          £1,096.80

WORKBENCH

Use as a mud pie kitchen, an outside home corner workbench 
or as a handy outdoor woodworking bench. With a great space 
underneath for extra storage and a large worktop for group 
play. 550 x 1100 x 550mm (h x w x d). Suitable for ages 3+.

X154005  Each          £270.00

BUSY BENCH

Freestanding static wooden work bench with low storage shelf. 
1540 x 620 x 520mm height. Outdoor play is important for 
a child’s development. Not only does outdoor play provide an 
opportunity for children to participate in physical activity, but it 
also allows them to explore and discover what nature has to 
offer. Furniture is of durable and sturdy construction, made from 
outdoor treated timber so suitable for outdoor storage. Age 3+.

X153657  Each          £310.80



PLANT & PLAY

Plant the seeds of curiosity with the plant and play unit. Introduce children to the 
science of germination and seedling anatomy by letting them harvest their own 
herbs, fruit and vegetables. Plant and play is an open-ended unit and so it can also 
be used as a shop-front, an outdoor desk or whatever it becomes.

1200 x 600mm.

X144402   Each       £403.20

ALLOTMENT GARDENING BEDS 

Creating an allotment or a single raised sensory planter – includes growing medium. 

2400 x 800 x 600mm (l x w x h).

X144496   Each        £866.40

PLANTER

There's nothing children like more than getting their 
hands dirty, so why not let them have a go at growing 
fruit and vegetables this year? Planter boxes can be 
arranged to create effective landscaping solutions 
quickly and with minimum effort.

500 x 500 (w x h).

1000MM LENGTH

X144382   Each        £126.00
1500MM LENGTH

X144399   Each       £136.80

WOODEN FRAMES
Versatile wooden frames that can be used to make a sandbox 
or to create a planter where children can grow vegetables and 
flowers. Straightforward to put together and supplied with a 
free membrane liner to retain sand or soil.

SQUARE

Dimensions: 1200 x 1200 x 300mm.

X116931   Each          £118.00

HEXAGONAL

Dimensions: 1500 x 1500 x 300mm.

X116948   Each         £121.20



MOBILE ALLOTMENT

A simple, temporary solution to growing vegetables, flowers and herbs anywhere 
where there is a patch of sunshine and a level surface. As a pop-up growing wall, 
the mobile allotment can be used on its own or in series to make a space divider or 
living wall. At the end of the growing season, it is easy to empty the trugs, cut down 
and compost the plants and pack away for winter.

1850 x 750 x 1900mm (l x w x h).

X144273   Each       £634.80

POTTING TABLE & STOOLS

A great gardening accessory for your school. You can be assured that this will be 
the hub for most of your gardening activities. Beautifully crafted from high quality 
timber. Comes with table and 4 stools.

Table size 750 x 750 x 520mm.

X144370   Set        £391.20

MESSY SQUARE PLAY TABLE

A super addition to your outdoor classroom. The Messy Square Play Table comes 
complete with a plastic basin, with a tap underneath, which can hold mud, water, 
sand and other natural materials. 600 x 600 x 400mm height. Suitable for ages 3+.

X154074     Each        £286.80

GREEN ROOF OPEN SHELVES

Lovely green roofed shelves which are perfect for wellingtons or any other 
playground clutter. The shelves are supplied with a planting bed on the roof ready 
to add soil and plants. Delivered assembled.

2000 x 500 x 1350mm (l x w x h).

X144257   Each       £1,104.00



EASY HOMEGROWN PEASY 

This is a living planter/space divider that you can grow vegetables like peas and runner beans up. The larch frame 
has many pre-drilled holes so you and the children can weave string through to make the growing frame, which 
also serves as a living wall or space divider. The string provides adequate support for the climbers but stops 
children attempting the same. The string and old plants can simply be pulled down at the end of the growing 
season, making maintenance a doddle. Delivered assembled.

2000 x 450 x 2050mm (l x w x h).

X144281   Each       £646.80

STAGE & SOCIAL SPACE

This provides the framework for several living walls of climbers to grow around the multiple seats. The wide 
benches are flush with the top of the planters giving surprisingly versatile opportunities for sitting, lounging, 
socialising or even working. The upright supports have eyelets which can be threaded with string to provide 
support for the climbers but stop children attempting the same. The string and old plants can simply be pulled 
down at the end of the growing season, making maintenance a doddle. Price includes installation.

4000 x 900 x 1400m (l x w x h).

X144293   Each       £1,206.00 COMPOSTER WORMERY

Watch nature take its course with this composter. 
Recycle your organic waste and watch as the worms 
get to work. Develop opportunities to learn about 
recycling green waste and provide children with the 
opportunity to observe and handle wildlife within 
their setting. This timer wormery has a great viewing 
window, easily accessible for wheelchair users. Easy 
installation, self-assembly required. Does not include 
worms.

Approx dimensions: 900 x 900 x 900mm (l x w x h).

X144463   Each       £730.80

GROWING BOX

Ideal sensory growing planter or, when grouped 
together, great to help partition off zone areas. Made 
from natural pressure treated timber.

1590 x 500 x 1180mm (l x w x h).

X144471   Each       £391.20


